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Introduction

What exactly is sustainability? It seems that the word sustainability or any of its forms is 

used often. From a billboard advertising a new residential development as “award-winning, 

deeply sustainable mixed-used community that combines the age-old idea of designing for 

people and business with cutting-edge sustainability,” to soda companies campaigning for a 

sustainable future through polar bears. There is no exact definition of sustainability. The US EPA 

said that sustainability creates and maintains the conditions under which humans and nature can 

exist in productive harmony, that permit fulfilling the social, economic, and other requirements 

of present and future generations.1 The United Nation at Rio +20 defines sustainability as a 

decent standard of living for everyone today without compromising the needs of future 

generations.2 Forum for the Future defines sustainability as a dynamic process which enables all 

people to realize their potential and to improve their quality of life in ways that simultaneously 

protect and enhance the Earth’s life support system.3

Given that sustainability is such a hard concept for one exact definition, boundaries must 

be set to allow for better understanding. This paper will focus on water and wastewater as it 

relates to sustainability. The paper will introduce the reader to a quick overview of water and 

waste water history, policies, and regulations in the United States. It will describe the various 

sectors in the water and waste water industry including, resource management, policy and 

regulations, infrastructures, monitoring and measurements, insurance and damage prevention, 

and finally technologies.

With an overview of each sector of the industry, readers will be exposed to the next 

section in the paper defining the challenges that water and waste water faces in the various 

sectors. An international case study on water and Saudi Arabia will be highlighted in this chapter 

as well as a domestic case study on water in Florida. Through these two case studies, readers will 

be able to obtain a greater understanding of how specific the challenges on water and waste 

water sustainability can be.

There are also advancements in water and waste water sustainability and these will be 

emphasized through again two cases, one international and one domestic. The international case 

study on Singapore will showcase how sustainable water and waste water can be. The domestic 
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case study on Southern Nevada Water Authority including the desert oasis of the Las Vegas Strip 

will showcase how sustainable water can be if done properly.

The goal of this paper is not to give the readers an exact definition of sustainability on 

water and waste water but to provide the readers case studies as well as various examples to 

allow the readers to come up with their own definition. 

Chapter 1: Is it really a Cup? Or is it more like a Glass or a Mug?

Overview of Water and Waste WaterSustainability (US)

Why is it that the water and waste water authorities are so scattered in the United States? 

The reason can be found in the history of policies and regulations. Prior to 1900’s, large cities 

often build their own infrastructure. Cities such as New York City built their own aqueduct from 

the dammed Corton River to provide water for its citizens.4 Chicago drew water from Lake 

Michigan with its own pipelines.5 Other cities such as Boston, Washington DC, and Philadelphia 

followed these leads as slowly developed their own separate system. One thing to note is that no 

cities were treating the water at this time as the science behind untreated water and diseases were 

unknown. In 1914, the first water quality standards was established by the federal government.6

However, this was meant to serve only as a guideline and was not strictly enforced. In the 50’s 

waste water took a giant leap with the building of combined sewers in many major cities. 

However, one must note that it again is built independently from city to city.7

The first major regulation to shape water in the States was the Federal Water Pollution 

Control Act of 1948.6The act includes not only regulations but also provides individual local 

municipals with the tools to achieve the water quality level. Following the Act, in 1960’s, the 

first water authority in the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration was created and as 

more and more attention is put into water and waste water quality, President Nixon in 1970 

created the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).6 EPA’s first task was to tackle the problem 

of drinking water and in 1972; the Clean Water Act was passed followed by the Safe Drinking 

Water Act in 1974.6Although federal regulations were placed into position, its powers over the 

local municipals were minimal as each of the acts only provides the minimal standards required.
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What then are the requirements for water and waste water sustainability? Like the term 

sustainable, there is no one exact definition. Depending on the natural resource and the 

surrounding, water and waste water sustainability can come in different forms whether it be 

desalination, water reuse, better storm water management, sewage treatment, improved storage 

capacity, replenishing ground water and the list can go on and on. The following are four case 

studies with two showing the negatives of water and waste water sustainability and two showing 

the positives to provide concrete examples as to what water and waste water sustainability is.

Chapter 2: The Cup Half Empty

Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia’ water sustainability is both positive and negative. On one hand, 

desalination in Saudi Arabia is world renown with the technology, infrastructure, and the money 

to spend.8 On the other hand, Saudi has aging pipelines, little sewage control, no storm water 

management, and a nearly dried groundwater source.9 Because of the political and religious 

setup in Saudi Arabia, it is often hard to talk of water sustainability without mentioning the role 

of the uluma and the Royal Family. The proper name for the country is The Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia and it is ruled in a monarchy;the key positions within its government are held by 

members of the royal family.10There are nine regulatory departments in the government that 

deals with water and waste water. This means that to get an individual policy pass in Saudi 

Arabia, all nine regulatory departments as well as a religious perspective must all agree.11

Culture and Religion on Water

Uluma or religious figureheads are like priests in the Islamic culture. There are many 

different levels of Uluma. Uluma can be scholars who have dedicated their entire life to the 

religion or they can be the individual within a household or group that have the most knowledge 

of the Koran.12There are specific behaviors that an individual in the Islamic culture follows that 

are specific in the Koran and there are specific behaviors that individual follow because of 

culture trends. The Koran states that to properly drink water, one should breathe in between each 

sip and reflect and give thanks at the same time.13 The Koran states, “not drink in one breath just 

as the camel does. Rather, drink twice and thrice, and mention Name before drinking and thank 

upon finishing.”13
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Social culturally, no Saudi Arabian would drink tap water. It is common to see 

individuals on the streets to all have some form of water bottle. Water bottle is a must have on a 

daily basis and the cost of bottle water in Saudi Arabia does not reflect the cost of the good.14 An 

American living in Saudi wrote on her blog that, “In my experience, the majority of Saudis get 

their water from bottles.”15 She further states that, “most (Saudis) admit that other than when 

brushing teeth, (they) tend to favor the bottled water.”15 The reason for this social cultural 

behavior can be rooted in the negatives of water and waste water sustainability in the country 

which will be discussed below.

The Positives: Desalination

The Process of Desalination is to treat sea water into usable water by removing the salt 

content along with any other impurities.16 Saudi Arabia is world renown in desalination as it 

accounts for over 25% of the entire world’s desalination plants.17

The Negatives: 1. Depleting Natural Resource

A research by The Earth Institute in Columbia University stated that the “water use in the 

desert kingdom is double the per capita global average and increasing at an ever faster rate,” the 

research further reports, “ of that, almost 80-85 percent come from underground aquifers.”18

Other research have shown that the amount of ground water beneath Saudi Arabia is one-fifth the 

size it used to be back in 1960’s.18 The annual replenishing rate of the country’s surface water is 

2.4 cubic kilometer per year while the annual consumption rate is 23.7 cubic kilometer per 

year.19 The difference of 21.3 cubic kilometer per year is balanced through, as mentioned above, 

withdraw of ground water.Based on the data of resource and the rate of consumption, it is 

estimated that within the next 10 years, Saudi Arabia will run out of reachable underground 

aquifers.20

One of the main contributors to this enormous ground water consumption is that of 

agriculture. Saudi government decided to declare self-independence in food production.21

Growing food in the desert is very water consuming and especially growing wheat and rice in the 

desert. Over 85% of the water consumption in Saudi goes to agriculture with about 5% to the 

industries and 10% to domestic and other use.22 In 2008 Saudi government finally revoked their 

goal of growing own food source and declared that by 2016 they will be self-sufficient through 
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imports of rice and wheat from various countries such as India, China, and parts of Africa.23 Of 

course this pose another problem as the Fred Pearce from National Geography summarizes, 

“They (Saudi) are scouring the world for well-watered lands were their desert farmers can move 

to grow wheat, rice, and other crops that can be shipped home. But will their actions bring 

another tragedy…”18

The Negatives: 2. Infrastructure

Poor Infrastructure is a key negative toward Saudi’s water sustainability. Although the 

government promised that the infrastructure will be adequate by 2015, the amount of damage 

that inadequate infrastructure is causing currently is devastating. Heavy rain flooded the entire 

city of Tabuk leading to over 100 deaths just January this year.24 In 2009, Jeddah, the second 

largest city in the Kingdom flooded after just four hours of heavy rain. It was reported that the 

flood took the lives of over 120 individuals with more than 300 missing.25 A few hours of heavy 

rain can turn any desert city without proper storm water infrastructure into flood area and until 

the Saudi government can provide adequate storm water management; water sustainability will 

not be viable in the Saudi Kingdom.

The Negatives: 3. Storm Water and Waste Water

In 2005, only about 40% of the entire Saudi kingdom has sewage coverage.9It was 

estimated that in 2015, the entire kingdom will finally have proper sewage coverage.9 However, 

this coverage is not what an average American would think as proper. Having proper sewage 

coverage in some region means that a government sponsored truck would come around the 

neighborhood once a week to collect any waste water from the restroom, kitchen, and or any 

industrial sites and take it to a dump site.

The Negatives: 4. Regulations

Regulation on water and waste water falls under nine different departments in the Saudi 

Kingdom.11 The Presidency of Meteorology and Environment is in charge of the Regulatory 

Enforcement which implements and enforces all regulations and conduct assessments to 

establish water quality as well as the link with international organizations such as the WHO.26

The Ministry of Water and Electric takes care of the Infrastructure regulations and standards with 
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authority in water policies and responsible for building, operating, and maintenance of public 

water supply.27 The National Water Company is in charge of the utilities and the primary 

drinking water supplier as well as the primary waste water collection and treatment department.28

The urban drainage and storm water system as well as rural sewage collection responsibility falls 

under the Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs.29 Ministry of Agriculture heads the 

regulations and controls of irrigation as well as treated water reuse for agriculture.30 In general 

water reuse is controlled by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry which provides reused water 

to industrial needs as well as delicate reused water to other departments.31 The Saudi Arabian 

Standards, Metrology and Quality Organization is the national standards making body and are 

the ones to draft any regulations and or policies.32 One unique department that Saudi has is the 

Saline Water Conversion Corporation which is a public own corporation that heads the 

desalination.33 The corporation also heads the water and the electricity company providing not 

only desalinated water but also reused water and electricity to the general public.33

One might ask, with all these different departments and each headed by a member of the 

Royal Family, how difficult it must be to pass a regulation. The Saudi Arabian Standards, 

Meteorology and Quality Organization will first draft the regulation and pass the draft to the 

appropriate department. This department will approve of the draft and send the regulation 

onwards to any other department that maybe affected by the change and once all parties agree to 

the draft, the regulation will finally reach the King and be approved. The approved regulation is 

finally enforced by the Presidency of Meteorology and Enforcement. Such a task often takes 

time to accomplish which makes having all the departments a negative in water and waste water 

sustainability in Saudi Arabia.

With all these negative aspects of water and waste water sustainability, Saudi Arabia is 

improving and with help of companies such as GE Water and World Resource Institute, Saudi 

will be able to reach sustainability. The only question would be if it would be in time? 

The Sunshine State

Florida, the sunshine state is a popular state for tourism. Destinations such as Orlando, 

where numerous theme parks call home, Kennedy Space Center, Miami, and Key West are top 

places to visit in the world. When it comes to water, one may think that a state such as Florida 
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where the annual rain is plentiful and surrounded by not only the Atlantic Ocean but also the 

Gulf of Mexico would be sustainably. However, a careful look suggests that Florida resembles 

Saudi Arabia in terms of water and waste water sustainability.

Similarities between Florida and Saudi Arabia

Back in 2002, the Orlando Sentinel wrote a piece titled, “Florida is an illusory oasis in a 

world of water scarcity”.34The article said, “…now, drop by precious drop, the water is going 

away (in Florida).”34 The Natural Resources Defense Council ranked Florida as one of 14 states 

with “high risk” of water shortage by 2050.35The underground aquifer was once the largest in the 

nation; however, similar to that in Saudi, the ground water is running low and alternative source 

of water is necessary. 

Besides the depleting aquifer, Florida is similar to that of Saudi in terms of regulatory. In 

the United States, Water and Waste Water regulation is governed by various federal departments 

ranging from EPA to FDA as well as state regulations and local and municipal involvements. 

Like Saudi, to get a regulation pass involves passing the drafted bill around the different 

departments and very time consuming. 

Flooding is also another common water unsustainability problem that both Florida and 

Saudi faces. In the case of Florida, the flooding often results from hurricanes. Unlike Saudi, 

Florida gets an annual rainfall of 54.57 inches per year, most of which during hurricane 

season.36However, because of developments as well as the nature of Florida’s surface, flooding 

occurs frequently, especially after major hurricanes.

The Roadblock to Sustainability

The one aspect that Florida faces that is not seen in Saudi is that of internal conflicts. 

Florida is divided into the north and south based on water resource. The south with its populated 

city of Tampa Bay, Orlando and Miami are lacking in water while the north with its open fields 

and farmland holds to most of the water.37 In 2003, Governor Jeb Bush was tasked with 

resolving Florida’s water disparity. The initial resolution suggested the north to sell water to the 

south but was disapproved immediately. Southern Florida finally told the South Florida Water 

Management District to plan water development projects including restoring the 
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Everglades.37The development projects are similar to that of Saudi’s water plans for 

sustainability including desalination plants, better storage sites, reverse osmosis facilities, and 

groundwater protection plans.

Although the cup of water for both Saudi Arabia and Florida looks half empty, there are 

notions in place that is changing this view and allowing both to reach water sustainability.

Chapter 3: The Cup Half Full

Singapore

Ask an individual in Singapore how much they pay for his or her water and the answer 

one gets may seem shocking. Singapore is one of the few countries where water pricing reflects 

the scarcity value of the precious resource.38 When it comes to water and waste water 

sustainability, Singapore stands out as a shining example of achievement. Founded in 1965, 

Singapore, with little natural resource and a 275 square mile land, is basically a large sandy 

beach with no natural lakes and few polluted rivers with rationing and heavy reliance on 

neighboring Malaysia.39  Fast-forward to modern age, Singapore is now moving toward a self-

sufficient country with a growing population. Just how the little country smaller than the size of 

New York City achieve sustainability in water and waste water is a lesson plan for the federal, 

state, and regional governments to follow in the United States.

Location, location, location

Before 1965, Singapore was a British settlement populated because of its location just 

south of Malaysia and north of Indonesia separated by the Singapore Strait. Officially, Singapore 

is composed of more than 60 islands and situated between the Pacific Ocean and the Indian 

Ocean. Although strategically located, Singapore has little to no fresh water and to go about this;

the British colonist built several reservoirs as well as negotiated a long term deal with Malaysia 

to allow for water to be piped to the island nation. Two water deals was negotiated with Malaysia 

ending in 2011 and 2061.40

Water from Malaysia to Singapore
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Under the two agreements between Singapore and Malaysia, Malaysia would least land 

to Singapore and Singapore can take the water for free, however, in return Singapore would have 

to treat the water and provide the locals where the lands are least with potable water. This initial 

agreement worked out fine as Singapore was a small island nation and does not require a large 

amount of water and it would also have to carry the cost of building the infrastructure as well as 

the water treatment plants. Furthermore, under any hostile situation, Malaysia has the rights to 

turn off the water source.

In 1998, Singapore approached Malaysia again to try to extend the water agreement 

beyond 2011 and 2061.41However, the negotiation went sour as both sides were unable to come 

up with a price value. Malaysia wanted Singapore to pay as much for its water as Hong Kong did 

with water from China. Singapore on the other hand, thought that the price was just too high and 

that alternative methods such as desalination and reverse osmosis systems in the long run will 

cost about the same. When the negotiation broke down in 2003, Singapore went ahead and 

declared that it will achieve self-sufficiency in water supplies before the 2061 agreement ends.

Self-sufficient Singapore Drinking Water: The Four Taps

To achieve self-sufficiency in water, Singapore adopted the “Four Taps” plan. The first 

Tap is for the building of local water catchments such as damming of rivers, creating estuaries, 

andcreating artificial lakes and rivers. The second Tap is water import. Although most of the 

imported water comes from Malaysia, small amounts of water also arrive from various 

neighboring countries. Often this water is purchased as untreated and is relocated into the 

artificial lakes.  The third Tap is on reclaimed water. Singapore opened up its first reclaimed 

water plant in 2002 and after years of careful monitoring as well as public promotion, the Prime 

Minister finally took the first sip of the reclaimed water signaling the start of potable reclaimed 

water in Singapore. The forth Tap is desalination. In 2005, Singapore opened up its first 

desalination plant and through three levels of treatment as well as piping the treated water into 

the artificial lakes; Singapore was able to achieve potable water standards through desalination. 

Government and Water

Forced with the fear of limited resource, Singapore was able to achieve what some 

institutions are calling self-sufficient levels already. To accomplish this, the small island nation 
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created the Ministry of the Environment and Water Resource which tasks the Public Utilities 

Board (PUB) to not only be a service provider of water but also regulate the water quality.42 The 

government also invested large amounts of money in research and development in the field of 

water and has since the mid 2000’s put Singapore on the world map as the hub for water 

technology. Since 2006, the government invested $330 million and established Environmental 

and Water Industry Development Council (EWI) which drew companies such as Toshiba and GE 

to establish water research centers in Singapore.43

First Tap: catchments and reservoirs44

Although Singapore receives almost double the volume of average rainfall annually, the 

limited land makes that Singapore has to come up with creative methods of rainwater catchment. 

Through underground piping as well as permeable surface, more than two thirds of the country’s 

surface can be classified as catchment areas.  A comprehensive network of drains, canals, rivers, 

storm water collection ponds, and reservoirs allow for Singapore to harvest rainwater on a large 

urban scale to satisfy its water needs. The goal is to achieve 90% rainwater catchment on the 

island by 2060.

Second Tap: Imported Water45

Initially, most of the potable water in Singapore comes from a pipeline that is linked to its 

neighbor in the north, Malaysia. Since the signing of the agreement, Malaysia has threatened

multiple times to shut down the water pipeline, especially during hostile times. The relationship 

between Malaysia and Singapore also makes the agreement a temporary solution since Singapore 

broke apart from Malaysia after its short stay as part of Malaysia in 1963 to 1965.

Third Tap: NEWater46

The key to a true sustainable water and waste water system in Singapore lies within 

NEWater. NEWater is high-grade potable reclaimed water that is treated and purified with the 

newest technology there is and 100% safe to drink. The goal of water reclamation project is to 

use each drop of water multiple times. Various piping ranging from local reuse, to regional 

reclaim, to national projects, NEWater is the key to not only a growing population but also the 

robust industry in a waterless nation. In 2010, NEWater meets 30% of the nation’s water needs 
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and plans to achieve 50% by 2060. Although NEWater is safe to drink and have passed the 

World Health Organization’s requirement, most of the reclaimed water is used in industrial 

setting as well as power generation which frees up potable water for domestic use. 

On the surface NEWater is providing water reuse on an urban scale, but it also serves 

another purpose. Reclaimed water allows for better waste water management as well as treatment. 

The amount of polluted water being discharged into the rivers and ocean are minimal in 

Singapore. Waste water regulation starting from the surface where citizens are not allow to 

discard any trash into its open sewers to policies prohibiting companies from dumping directly 

into nearby rivers and lakes have allowed for NEWater to operate smoothly.

Fourth Tap: Desalination47

Turning salt water into potable water is not new, ancient tax from Greece have shown 

that the Greek soldiers have used such methods during war periods. Desalination comes in two 

steps, the first is evaporation and the second is purification. Advancement in steam hasallowed

for very efficient evaporation techniques where almost 100% of the water is captured in the 

process. Purification and treatment have also improved in the form of reverse osmosis. Reverse 

osmosis uses the water property of distillation to treat and purify water. Currently Singapore has 

one of the largest desalination plant in the world with a capacity of treating 30 million gallons of 

water a day. Similar to NEWater, most desalinated water are used in commercial settings.

Take Away 

Singapore, an island nation that is smaller than New York City, achieved what most 

nations in the world could not and that is becoming the center of water and waste water research 

and development. In some cases, this success can be attributed to the scarcity of the resource as 

the lack of potable water is the main driving force behind government backing of all the 

improvements and investments. In some ways, various policies and regulations as well as 

technologies that Singapore used can also be applied in the United States. However, given the 

scattered water and waste water authority in the states, achieve complete self-sustainability in 

water will be challenging. This is not saying that no municipals have attempted to adapt 

Singapore like techniques in water and waste water sustainability. One such area in the United 

States is that of the Southern Nevada Water Authority under the guidance of Pat Mulroy.
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Southern Nevada Water Authority48

Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) was founded in 1991 as a response to the rise 

in water need in Southern Nevada’s unique regional need. SNWA is a group composed of seven 

agencies: Big Bend Water District, Boulder City Regional Authority, Clark County Water 

Reclamation, Henderson Regional Authority, Las Vegas Regional Authority, Las Vegas Valley 

Water District, and North Las Vegas Regional Authority. Each of the agencies elects one 

member to represent itself on SNWA to ensure adequate future water supplies in the growing 

region of Southern Nevada. Although founded in 1991, the federal government did not recognize 

SNWA as the operator and manager of the Southern Nevada Water System until 2001 and since 

then, SNWA has shown how a regional water authority can achieve sustainability in water and 

waste water similar to that of Singapore. 

History of Water in Southern Nevada

The Mojave Desert covers most of region and residents and business only flock to this 

region of the United States because it was a major train station for the San Pedro, Los Angeles 

and Salt Lake Railroad. The region saw a little more than 3,000 individuals at the beginning of 

the last century living off drilled groundwater wells. With little to no population growth, water 

was not a problem until after the two great wars. The rapid increase in population as well as the 

desire to relocate helped to populate Southern Nevada. Legalization of gaming and major 

constructions such as the Hoover Dam brought about more individuals to the area and by 1950’s 

over 40,000 people lived in the region. Groundwater use was not enough to support such as large 

population thus agreements with neighboring states to relocate some of the water from Leak 

Mead and Colorado River were enacted. By 1990’s over 750,000 people lived in the region and 

the forecast of water scarcity initiated a meeting of the region’s authorities and led to the 

founding of SNWA.48

The Heroine behind SNWA

The New York Times Green Blog on September 28, 2010 coined her nickname of Las 

Vegas Water Czar.49The Las Vegas Sun newspaper spoke of her as The Chosen One.50 She is the 

force behind SNWA and one of the few female characters in the water and waste water industry. 

Patricia Mulroy was a principle architect of the SNWA and currently acting as the general 
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manager overseeing various issues of one of the country’s most progressive water agency.51At 

the GE water summit, Patricia said, “I do not believe in Climate Change, I live in a Climate 

Change and it is my job to adapt to this change and help those in Southern Nevada adapt to this 

change.”52 How does Patricia and SNWA adapt to the water change? The first thing that the 

SNWA did was started a planning process that identifies all water sources, facilities, and 

infrastructures as well as evaluation of all water programs. SNWA updated, consolidated, and 

removed many of the programs as it brings about new concepts and information to an aging 

process. The studies revealed major flaws in the region’s plans: permanent long-term water 

supply, priority on the development of Colorado River, use of groundwater locally, water 

conservation program, aging facility, and water pricing.

Supply Side – Resource and Facility53

Like Singapore, SNWA relied heavily on its neighboring states for water source. Unlike 

Singapore is that SNWA also rely on neighboring states for water storage. Storing water in the 

desert does not make sense and thus SNWA in 2001 negotiated banking rights for water with 

Arizona and California in Lake Mead. Furthermore, in 2007 the Colorado River Basin Authority 

also allowed SNWA to claim of its unused water in a reservoir near the Mexico border.  

Besides storage facility other water facilities were revamped.SNWA approved the

construction of the new River Mountains Water Treatment Facility as well as a second intake 

from Lake Mead to increase the water capacity in Southern Nevada. New pipes around the 

region were also constructed as well as a separate bypass pipeline to be used in emergency. 

These new infrastructures and facilities are allowing Southern Nevada to be sustainable in water.

Demand Side – Conservation through Education, Water Pricing, Incentives, and Regulations53

Mulroy often describe her job as having two separate parts, the first is getting as much 

water as possible and the second is conserving as much water as possible. SNWA under Mulroy 

looked at public consumption and decided to tackle on the problem of waste. SNWA have 

programs ranging from water-wise housing development to non-potable water landscaping. 

Mulroy also started a cash for grass program which gives incentive to homeowners to trade in 

traditional green lawn for local plantations. Mulroy describes the movement as “living in the 

desert like your living in the desert.
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SNWA adapted four conservation approaches: Education, Water Pricing, Incentives, and 

Regulation.53

Education on water conservation comes in many forms for SNWA. The Water 

Conservation Coalition (WCC) which is a public/private partnership between community leaders 

to help education local residents and businesses to initiate community wide water conservation 

programs. WCC’s main task is to work with local golf course and resorts in conserving water use. 

Besides local involvement, SNWA also partnered up with EPA in creating Water Smart 

Innovations and host annual conferences at the Las Vegas Convention Center where information 

about conservation programs and water efficient technologies are shared. One approach that 

SNWA is attempting currently is to educate individuals through public social media. Traditional 

television advertisements along with Facebook and Twitter is allowing SNWA reach audiences 

that normally unable to and through various challenges and pledges on the social media, SNWA 

is bring a new method of educating individuals on water conservation.Besides these approaches, 

SNWA also introduced H2O University which provides educators the resources necessary to 

teach the youth about water related issues and develop leadership skills.

Pricing is still a problem in SNWA, under public and political pressure the pricing of 

water in Southern Nevada does not reflect the scarcity. An average family of four living in 

Singapore pays almost double the pricing on water compare to that of an average family living in 

Las Vegas. This is not only a problem for SNWA but a problem everywhere in the United States. 

Because of this illusion of a water-lush future, Americans do not grasp the concept of water 

completely and thus the somewhat outrageously low pricing on water. However, SNWA is 

attempting to change its water pricing to reflect more of the actual value of the water source.

Regulations such as rationing are few in Southern Nevada except for during the hottest 

months in the desert. However, these policies are stringent and include landscape watering, 

vehicle washing, lawn installation, mist systems, and golf course water use. Much of the 

regulation is on commercial property, including fountain display, misting of property, waste 

water runoffs, etc. Most of the residential policies are incentives. As mentioned above, a type of 

incentive that SNWA used was to pay homeowners to take away their lawn. Other incentives 

include smart metering for anyone who still wants lawns. Water Smart Car Wash Program gives 
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individual incentives to use public SNWA approved car wash stations instead of washing cars at 

home. Federal level incentives like Energy Star and Water Smart Homes also applies in Southern 

Nevada.

SNWA: The miniature Singapore within the United States

In the book Cadillac Desert, Marc Reisner talked of the water crisis in the west and in his 

updated version in 1992, Reisner mentioned of the work that SNWA Is doing and the bright 

future in water sustainability for the west. Many of the approaches that Singapore is doing 

currently are being replicated by SNWA, from improving its facility to infrastructure, to 

education and regulations. However, there are still much more SNWA can achieve as well as 

other water and waste water municipals in the United States on water sustainability.  

Chapter 4: Conclusion

Challenges Facing Water Sustainability in United States

The key challenge as the Florida case points out is the fact that there are over 52,000 

different municipals and private companies heading the water and waste water rights in United 

States.54This scattered control of water has made it hard for the federal government to coordinate 

or mandate regulations. Yes, there are regulations by the government in that of the Safe Drinking 

Water Act and Clean Water Act; however, these regulations are so minimal and not region 

specific as many of the problems the municipals faces.

Another challenge is the increase use of water and waste water system as well as the 

growth in population. United States has a large portion of the world’s potable water, but as 

mentioned above, these potable water are region specific making areas such as the Southwest 

quite scare. Extreme weather and conditions such as that of Hurricane Sandy which brought 

devastation to the city and the prolonged drought Taxes faced this year are all signs of weakness 

in the ability to copy with the increase.

The third challenge that United States faces toward water and waste water sustainability 

is that of technology. Many countries where potable water is already scarce such as Singapore 

have setup technologies to recycle and reuse water; to help reduce the natural time of water 

cycles.55 Technologies such as desalination plants and reverse osmosis which are common in 
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Saudi Arabia can make sustainability possible through alternative resource. Tied with technology 

is that of cost. The cost of these technologies is enormous and investment in these technologies is 

a major challenge toward sustainability. There are hopes of course; municipals such as the 

Southern Nevada Water Authority have desert cities such as Las Vegas almost completely 

sustainable through new infrastructures, facilities, and technologies. 

Infrastructure provides another challenge in the United States. Many of the modern cities 

such as New York and Philadelphia do not have the infrastructure to support its current 

population let along talk about new technologies like water reuse which requires a separate 

system.56 The fact that majority cities have infrastructure that are already older than their 

expectancy and a lack of awareness of this problem makes this a tough challenge. Old Water 

pipelines breaking and damage are often front page news and each time, some individual will 

argue that better detection methods and or better infrastructures are needed but take no action. 

Finally public opinion is perhaps the biggest obstacle in water sustainability. Public 

notion that water should be a human basic right makes it so that putting a price tag on water is 

difficult. How can one charge people on a good that is labeled basic human right? Ask any 

individual on the streets how much their cell phone bill or their electricity bill is and they will tell 

you the exact number. Ask the same individual how much their water cost, and they will give 

you a blank look. The public opinion of water needs to be changed. Without proper media outlet 

and education, public opinion on water will hinder the path toward water and waste water 

sustainability.

As David Sunding, Professor of College of Natural Resource at UC Berkeley mentioned 

at the Goldman Sachs, GE Power and Water, and World Resource Institute Summit on Water 

Risk and Opportunities, “Is price of water (in the United States) sustainable? Maybe, but it is not 

efficient.”52

On the Path towards Water Sustainability

There are various ways of reaching water and waste water sustainability and each 

government, department, and municipal is working on achieving this goal through their own 

ways. From the case study of Saudi Arabia, water sustainability in terms of desalination was 

overshadowed by the other lacking components including regulatory, waste water treatment, 
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sewage, storm water management, and infrastructure. Florida had similar problems with 

regulatory which is especially visible in the dispute of water rights between the northern and 

southern part of the state.

There are also case studies which showed how sustainable water can be through proper 

government management. In Singapore, the fear of having no potable water spur the advance 

toward water sustainability and similar events took place in Southern Nevada. Through treaties 

with neighbors, upgrades in storage, advances in technology, both Singapore and Southern 

Nevada are on the path toward water sustainability.
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